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Diffusion-broadened line shape near a turning point
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The absorption spectrum of a gas with a large Doppler width and soft
collisions between particles is studied. The particles are assumed to
have a nonlinear dependence of the resonance frequency on velocity.
The shape of the narrow peak in the spectrum resulting from an extre-
mum of this dependence is calculated analytically for the first time. In
the absence of collisions it has a characteristic asymmetric shape. Col-
lisions are shown to broaden the line and change its shape. The profile
of the probe-field spectrum is obtained for a three-level system with the
strong field at an adjacent transition. The components of the Autler–
Townes doublet are found to spread and repel each other because of
collisions. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00513-1#

PACS numbers: 33.70.Jg, 34.50.2s, 33.20.2t

An investigation of the resonant interaction of a gas of particles and an electro
netic wave is a promising way of studying collision processes in gases.1–3 Of particular
interest is the case when collisions can be described as diffusion in velocity spac
example, when the particles are ions in a plasma or heavy atoms in a buffer gas o
atoms. The Landau collision term describes well the spectroscopic effects of ion
Coulomb scattering.4 For some reason the frequency of exact resonance between a
and a particle can depend on the velocity. If this dependence results from the Do
shift then it is linear; the spectral line shape within the linear approximation in the
intensity has been calculated previously.5,6 The first nonlinear corrections to the absor
tion spectrum due to saturation have been obtained,7 too.

Besides the effects of saturation and nonlinear interference, the field of a mono
matic wave splits the energy levels of a particle.8 Consider the interaction of a gas wit
strong and probe waves resonant to adjacent transitions between intrinsic states
particle. Without the strong field the dependence of the resonance frequency for the
wave on the velocity is linear due to the Doppler shift. If one turns on the field, then
each particle there are two resonances between it and the probe wave. Their po
coincide with the Rabi frequencies, which are nonlinear functions of the velocity. H
ever, the computation of the splitting in a system with large Doppler width has been
for the collisionless case only.9

Nowadays a challenging task is to get tunable cw UV coherent radiation. U
290021-3640/98/68(1)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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stimulated Raman scattering, tunable radiation has been obtained in Na2 , Ne. The ions
have higher energy levels, so there is hope of reaching short-wavelength radiati
Raman up-conversion in Ar1 ~Refs. 10 and 11!. Thus strong-field effects are of intere
for experiment along with soft collisions.

In the present letter we study the absorption spectra of a gas of particles with
soft collisions and a nonlinear resonance frequencyVR(v), the frequency of the field a
which the exact resonance between it and a particle with velocityv occurs. In Refs. 5–7
the linear dependenceVR5kv was considered. Here we examine a nonlinear func
VR(v) arising from the interaction with a strong monochromatic wave. The extremu
VR(v) is of special interest in our consideration. The simplest nonlinearity is quadr
If particles are concentrated near a velocityv0 , then one can interpret this dependence
a Taylor expansion ofVR aboutv0 to order (v2v0)2. If for somev0 the linear term in
the expansion is equal to zero, then it would appear reasonable that the leading ter
is quadratic or thatVR is constant. In brief, the quadratic nonlinearity seems sufficien
describe all the new effects associated with nonlinearity.

Let us calculate the spectrum of light absorbed~or emitted! by a monokinetic beam
of particles with a given initial velocityv0 throughout its whole time evolution, th
so-called beam spectrum with velocityv0 . After that it is possible to find the absorptio
spectra for an arbitrary velocity distribution. The spectrum is given by the express

I ~V!5
1

p
ReE

0

`

dt F~ t !e2 iVt, F~ t !5K expS i E
0

t

dt VR~v~t!! D L , ~1!

whereF(t) is the correlation function. The width of the beam spectrum is the inve
dephasing timetD

21 . When the dependence of the resonance frequencyVR is linear,
VR(v)5kv, the correlation function is given by5,6

F~v0 ,t !5eikv0t2Dk2t3/3. ~2!

Roughly, the deviation of the velocity from its initial value is of the order ofDv(t)
;ADt. Then the phase deviation is

Dw5DE
0

t

dt VR~t!;t•kDv;ADk2t3.

The dephasing happens when the latter reachesp, and thus the spectrum width or th
inverse dephasing time is of the order oftD

21;(Dk2)1/3. If the particles decay in time
then one should addiG to VR or multiply F(t) by e2Gt, whereG is the inverse lifetime
of the particles.

When only the integral ofF(t)e2 iVt over time is of interest, one can reduce t
problem to simpler one: there is a source of particles with velocityv0 and there is a
steady-state distribution for the polarization of the particles,r(v), which is governed by
the equation

S i ~V2VR!2D
d2

dv2D r5d~v2v0!, ~3!

and the beam spectrum given by the expressionI B(V,v0)5(1/p)Re*dvr(v).
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Let us now consider the case when the dependence of resonance frequency
dratic,VR(v)5v1kv1av2/2, at least nearv0 . If v0.2k/a, then the linear shift of the
resonance frequency with change in velocity vanishes, and so the diffusion of
arises from the quadratic shift

Dw;t•a~Dv !2;Dat2,

and the spectrum width is of the order oftD
21;(Duau)1/2. These simple estimates ar

confirmed below by detailed calculations. The pointv52k/a, or generally the point
wheredVR /dv50, can be called a turning point,9,12 because if you pull the velocity
through it the sign ofdVR /dv ~or the direction ofVR variation! changes.

We introduce a new variablez5a(v1k/a), a5(a/2iD )1/4, z05zuv5v0
and decom-

poser, d(v2v0) in a series over functionscn(z)

cn~z!5a
e2z2/2Hn~z!

Ap2nn!
, r5 (

n50

`

rncn~z!, d~v2v0!5 (
n50

`

cn~z!e2z0
2/2Hn~z0!,

whereHn(z) is the nth Hermite polynomial. The quantitiesrn are found immediately
since allcn are eigenvectors of the operator on the left-hand side of~3!. After integration
over v one gets

I B~V,v0!5
A2

p
Re(

n50

`
e2z0

2/2H2n~z0!

22nn! ~2bn1x!
5

1

p
ReE

0

`

dt
e~b/22x!t

Acoshbt
expS 2

1

2
z0

2tanhbt D .

~4!

b5~2Da/ i !1/2, x5b/21 i ~V2v2k2/2a!.

Thus the spectrum is given by expression~1! with correlation function

F~v0 ,t !5
eiVR~v0!t

Acosht
expS h

4

D~k1av0!2

G2
3 ~t2tanht!D , ~5!

whereh512 i signa, t5hG2t, G25ADuau. Examples of the beam spectrum are plott
in Fig. 1. WhenG2!G1 one can expand tanht to ordert3 and replace cosht by 1. The

FIG. 1. Beam spectra with velocityv05n, n50,1,2 ~curven) at VR(v)5v2/2, D52.
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resultant expression coincides with~2!. If VR(v) is a second-degree polynomial, then~5!
is the exact solution for the correlation function~1!, otherwise it is valid if the charac
teristic velocity scale ofVR is much greater than (D/uau)1/4.

Let us consider the spectrum of particles that are uniformly distributed over velo
For VR(v)5av2/2 we haveG15(Da2v2)1/3, G25(Duau)1/2, and the spectrum is given
by

I ~V!5
1

p
ReE dvE

0

`

dt F~v,t !e2 iVt5
1

~2Duau3!1/4
Ree63p i /8

GS z1
1

4D
GS z1

3

4D , ~6!

wherez5e6p i /4(G1 iV)/A8Duau, G(z) is the gamma function, and the upper/lower si
corresponds to positive/negative value ofa. I (V) is an asymmetric peak, which has tw
characteristic widths: a widthG due to decay, and a diffusion width (Duau)1/2. If V is far
from VR(v* ), wherev* is the turning point, then the number of particlesNR resonantly
interacting with the field is proportional tog(vR)/(dVR /dv)(vR), wherevR is the reso-
nance frequency,V.VR(vR); andg(v) is the width of the beam spectrum with veloci
v. Near a turning pointvR.v* we haveNR}(g(v* )/(d2VR /dv2)(v* ))1/2, i.e., the field
resonantly interacts with a maximal number of particles whenV.VR(v* ). The spec-
trum wings are asymmetric:

I ~V!.5A
2

aV
, aV.0,

1

A2uaVu
S G

uVu
1

Duau

4V2 D , aV,0.

When the diffusion is unimportant,G@(Duau)1/2, we have

I ~V!5ReF 2

a~V2 iG!
G1/2

5
AuauAV21G21aV

uauAV21G2
.

To calculate the spectrumI (V) one can replace the beam spectrumI B(V,v0) by
d(V2VR(v0)) if the linear shiftV8(v)5(dVR /dv)(v) does not change substantial
within the domainv2v0;g(v0)/V8(v0). In a more general problem one should al
require that the integrated intensity of the beam spectrum change insignificantly
velocity v inside this domain. Here we haveV8(v)5av, g(v);G1 , so the condition of
invariance ofV8 looks like G1 /V8!v, i.e., v@(D/uau)1/4. The widths of this domain
and functionr(v) at v050 are of the same order. The shift of the resonance freque
in this domain is of the order ofG2 .

Now we will calculate the probe-wave spectrum in the presence of strong field a
adjacent transition. The strong and probe fields are resonant to transitions between
u2& and u1&, u3&, respectively. We assume that the two waves are copropagating
denote the projection of the velocity byv5kv/k, wherek is the wave vector of the
strong field. Denoting the detunings from the resonance of the strong and the
waves asV and Vm , we write kinetic equations for off-diagonal elements of dens
matrix as
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r13~r ,v,t !5r13~v!exp~ i ~km2k!•r2 i ~Vm2V!t !,

r23~r ,v,t !5r23~v!exp~ ikm•r2 iVmt !,

S Vm2V1B1 iD
d2

dv2D r315Gr322Gm* r21,

S Vm2V2B1 iD
d2

dv2D r325G* r312Gm* ~r22r3!,

V1B5V1~km2k!v1 iG13, V2B5kmv1 iG23, ~7!

where G13, G23 are the relaxation constants of coherence betweenu2& and u1&, u3&;
G5E•d21/2\, Gm5Em•d23/2\, di j is the matrix element of the dipole moment, andE
andEm are the amplitudes of the strong and the probe waves, respectively. To finr31

andr32 one must knowr2 , r3 , andr21.

The beam spectrum with velocityv has two resonances at the Rabi frequencies8

VR
~1,2!~v !5kmv1h1 iG16A~h1 iG2!21uGu2, ~8!

where 2h5V2kv, 2G65G136G23. One may think of this as there being two types
particles with different dependence of their resonance frequency on velocity. St
speaking, the diffusion causes transitions between these types. But ifuGu@(Dk29)1/3,
then one can treat these two branches of hyperbola~8! independently and apply th
theory developed above. Only two elements of the density matrix are mixed by the s
field. Then there are no cubic and higher shifts in the equation forr32. One can get this
equation by operating with (Vm2V1B1 iDd2/dv2) on ~7!.

If km,k, then there is one turning point in each of these two frequency branc
located at

v1,25
V

k
7

~2km2k!uGu

kAkm~k2km!
, VR

~1,2!~v1,2!5km

V

k
6

2uGu
k

Akm~k2km!,

dVR
~1,2!

dv
~v1,2!50, a5

d2VR
~1,2!

dv2
~v1,2!56

2~km~k2km!!3/2

kuGu
. ~9!

Here for simplicity we have neglected the decayG13, G23. The expressions for the
coordinates of the turning points~9! coincide with the result for the collisionless case9

The curvature of the frequency brancha}1/uGu, NR}uGu1/2, and so the absorption grow
with uGu.

By analogy with~5! the spectrum is given by

I m~Vm!}(
j 51

2

~21! j ReE dvE
0

`

dt
exp~ i ~VR

~ j !2V!t !

Acosht j

3
~VR

~ j !2V1B!~r22r3!1G* r21

VR
~1!2VR

~2!
exp~hj~G j 1 /G2!3~t j2tanht j !!, ~10!
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G j 15S D
dVR

~ j !

dv D 1/3

, h1,2517 i sign~k2km!, G25S 2Dkmuk2kmu

VR
~1!2VR

~2! D 1/2

, t j5hjG2t.

The probe-wave spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the inset there are two na
peaks that come from the turning points. Curve1 is derived from numerical solution o
coupled diffusion equations for the whole 333 density matrix with the friction force and
collisional mixing of the frequency branches taken into account.

The diffusion widthG2 of each narrow peak in the spectrum is found to be mu
less than the widthG15(Dkm

2 )1/3 resulting from the linear shift. Their ratio isG2 /G1

5(2G1k/uGu)1/2, wherek5(k/km21)3/2km /k. Such peaks in a plasma (Ar1, 488 and
514.5 nm, V-scheme with common short-lived level 2,G235250 MHz) was observed in
Ref. 12. If we take the diffusion coefficient measured under similar conditions,13 then
G15170 MHz andG2520 MHz. However, the width of the peaks was about 200 MH
The diffusion width of the peak arises from the nonlinear shift near a turning p
otherwise, the peak would be appreciably wider.

Thus, the absorption spectrum of the gas of particles whose velocity evolves
diffusional way is obtained. The dependence of the resonance frequency on the ve
of the particle can deviate from linear. The universal shape of the narrow peak i
spectrum~6!, which comes from the extremum of the velocity dependence of the r
nance frequency, is found. The collisional width of the peak is proportional to the sq
root of the diffusion coefficient.
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